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Little Blessings question books help young children understand basic truths about the Christian life.

Perfect for ages 3-6, Who Made the World? addresses questions such as: How long did it take? and

What did you make first? Scriptures that support each answer are provided in the back of the book.

Parents can use this book as a fun tool to answer questions their little ones may have about God's
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Little Blessings question books help young children understand basic truths about the Christian life.

Perfect for ages 3-6, Who Made the World? addresses questions such as: How long did it take? and

What did you make first? Scriptures that support each answer are provided in the back of the book.

Parents can use this book as a fun tool to answer questions their little ones may have about

Godâ€™s world.

The book starts with a number of questions kids have about God and creation then answers are

given based on scriptural truths but is written as if God is answering. I felt the number of questions



could have been shorter - it dragged on a bit. Loved the answer section especially how He didn't

need magic or tricks to make the world = ) Overall, pleased... and artwork is great.

This book is full of cheerful eye-grabbing illustrations, and fun rhymes. It opens with questions

children ask about the world and how God made it, and follows with a warm conversational

response "from God" to answer each question. Although the God talk is simplified and made to

rhyme, (keeping little ones enchanted and understanding,) each phrase's message is straight from

the Bible. The end of the book breaks down each God rhyme with the actual verses from Scripture,

where He originally and perfectly said it.For example (pg. 42 and 65):"How many days did it take

me? Just six!I did not need magic or use any tricks."In six days the Lord made the heavens, the

earth, the sea, and everything in them; but on the seventh day He rested. Exodus 20:11By faith we

understand that the entire universe was formed at God's command, that what we now see did not

come from anything that can be seen. Hebrews 11:3I believe God really did create the earth, the

universe, and everything else in 6 days, and this book is a wonderful way for me to share that

conviction with my toddler.

Wonderful book with beautiful yet simple pictures that truly captures what is being stated on each

page. I have ordered Little Blessing books for all of my grandchildren and they still enjoy them.

This book is absolutely amazing and packs in so much theology in just a few pages! I was totally

blown away! And best of all, at the end of the book, they list all the Bible passages to explain where

the theology comes from for further discussion with your child!

love this book. We read a page every morning before breakfast. Is good lenght for preschooler.

We love this book! I have two children (4 and 2) who are filled with questions. The beginning asks

many questions which are answered in the second section of the book. Its a perfect bedtime book

with its calming pictures and quiet verse. I appreciate having the bible verse references in the back.

My son, Adam, enjoys Genesis so we read this book often.

My 2 year old loves this book. She answers all the questions and wants to read it several times.

This is a great book to start your child's Christian foundation!



Bought this as a Christmas gift for my two and a half year old grandson. He loves it and works

perfectly as a bedtime story and introduction to God's creation.
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